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Treasury Report: Budget 2019 Bilateral with Minister Twyford 
(Housing and Urban Development Portfolio) 

Executive Summary 

For Budget 2019, agencies have sought $7.5 billion operating per annum and $14.5 billion 
capital. The Treasury has assessed individual initiatives and moderated these assessments 
across teams to ensure a consistent approach. Overall, Treasury Vote teams support 
initiatives totalling $3.4 billion of operating per annum, and $7.6 billion of capital. 

Minister Twyford submitted  of operating per annum, and  of 
capital funding for Budget 2019 in his Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Portfolio.  

Of these initiatives, the Housing Vote Team supports  in operating per annum 
and $134.2 million in capital funding. The current draft package for Cabinet committees’ 
consideration supports $61.6 million of operating per annum and $74.2 million of capital 
funding for these portfolios. Annex A provides an overview of Minister Twyford’s bids and 
what HUD initiatives are in the draft package. 

The Vote Team sees merit in the initiatives not included in the draft package. If the Budget 
envelope was larger, we would recommend also including the Additional Public Housing and 
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (MHUD) Capability initiatives in the package. 

For prioritisation, Minister Twyford submitted 1% of the eligible HUD baseline, which was 
 across the forecast period. The Vote Team recommends accepting $15.2 

million as prioritisation across the forecast period. 

The Government wants to proceed with pace to secure additional housing supply and end 
homelessness. We recommend that you focus the conversation on what can be delivered by 
the market within the available fiscal envelope, in order to maximise the additionality of that 
expenditure.  

While investment in housing supply across the continuum will contribute to aspirational goals, 
the level of unmet need suggests the greatest level of wellbeing will result from additional 
expenditure in Housing First, transitional housing, and public housing supply. There are also 
critical system changes that are required in order to enable more affordable housing supply. 
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Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 
a note the contents of this report 
 

Noted/not noted. 
 
b note the talking points for your bilateral discussion with Minister Twyford on his Housing 

and Urban Development Portfolio.  
 

Noted/not noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
Bastiaan van der Scheer 
Acting Manager 
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Treasury Report: Budget 2019 Bilateral with Minister Twyford 
(Housing and Urban Development Portfolio) 

Purpose of Report 

1. The purpose of this report is to provide background information and advice for your 
bilateral discussion with Minister Twyford at 3:45 p.m. on Thursday 7 March 2019. 

2. This report covers the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) portfolio. A separate 
briefing covering Minister Twyford’s Transport Portfolio has been sent with this report.  

3. This report covers: 

• an overview of the HUD portfolio initiatives; 

• the three main packages under the HUD portfolio that Minister Twyford has 
submitted;  

• key trade-offs within the Housing package; 

• baseline prioritisation initiatives for the HUD portfolio; and 

• talking points for your bilateral discussion. 

4. Attached to this report are two annexes: 

• a breakdown of each HUD bid, including the funding sought, funding in the draft 
package, and key points (Annex A); and 

• a breakdown of HUD prioritisation initiatives and our assessment of what funding 
can be prioritised (Annex B). 

Overview of Initiatives in the Housing and Urban Development Portfolio 

5. Minister Twyford originally submitted  Budget bids, 
. In total, Minister Twyford submitted 

of operating per annum, and  of capital funding for Budget 2019 in his 
HUD Portfolio. Of these initiatives, the Housing Vote Team supports  of 
operating per annum and $134.2 million in capital funding.   

6. Given fiscal constraints, the draft package supports $61.6 million of operating per 
annum and $74.2 million of capital funding for housing initiatives (T2019/359 refers). 
The following table breaks down funding for initiatives that are included in the draft 
package, funding that the Vote team support but was not included in the draft package, 
and funding the Vote team does not support: 
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Status Initiative Opex avg 

per annum 
($m) 

Comment 
In

 D
ra

ft 
Pa
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e 

Housing First (scaled) 21.758 Maintain the planned Housing First programme in 
existing locations and fund additional places for two 
years 

Transitional Housing (scaled) 29.000 
(74.150 
capex) 

Maintain most currently provided places and 
replaces 160 motel places 

Housing Support Products 
(scaled) 

4.725 Support an additional 2,250 clients per year 

New Tenancy Bond System 0.375 Non-discretionary cost pressure 

Vo
te

 
Su

pp
or

te
d 

bu
t 

no
t 

in
 

D
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ft 
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ck
ag
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Housing First (scaled) 26.678 Maintains the planned Housing First programme 
into outyears 

Transitional Housing (residual) 8.306 
(134.167 
capex) 

Maintain currently provided places and replaces 
160 motel places 

Housing Support Products 
(residual) 

Support a further 2,250 clients per year 

Pacific Financial capability 
services for home ownership 

0.660 Deliver financial capability services about home 
ownership to 300 Pacific households per year 

HUD Capability (scaled) Enable HUD to start work on some of the critical 
work areas, and add resource in areas under heavy 
stress to mitigate the risk of system failure 

N
ot

 S
up

po
rt

ed
 b

y 
th

e 
Vo

te
 

te
am

 

Housing First (residual) 62.783 A ‘functional zero’ approach to ending street 
homelessness; additional places; a cross-agency 
contingency fund. 

Transitional Housing (residual) 14.218 
(82.17 
capex) 

An additional 975 long-term places, and further 
motel places 

HUD Capability (residual) Full requested capability for HUD 

 

7. We recommend raising the following talking points and questions with Minister 
Twyford: 

• Priorities for Budget 2019: The Budget envelope is significantly oversubscribed 
and significant scaling and trade offs are required. The draft package prioritises 
funding for housing initiatives that will have the most impact over the next 12 months 
to help end homelessness. 

• Maximising new builds: Current housing delivery is not achieving the number of 
new builds desired, and there are concerns that redirects could displace low-income 
families in the rental market and increase transitional and public housing demand 
and EH SNG spend. What work is Minister Twyford undertaking to reduce the 
number of redirects and increase the number of net new transitional and public 
housing builds? 
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• Managing increasing costs: In consecutive Budgets funding has been sought to 
maintain and expand Housing First, transitional and public housing. What work is 
Minister Twyford undertaking to better manage increasing costs of delivering these 
programmes, and achieve better value for money? What is the long-term strategy 
for transitional housing and Housing First? 

• Achieving housing system change: The Government cannot achieve its housing 
goals without systemic change. How will MHUD utilise current capability to deliver 
critically important system change work? What critical expertise and resource does 
MHUD need which it does not currently have? 

8. Annex A provides a detailed breakdown of the initiatives, how much funding was 
originally sought, how much funding the Vote team supports, and what is included in 
the draft package. Not all supported initiatives are able to be accommodated within 
Budget allowances.  

Key Considerations for Budget 2019 HUD Initiatives 

9. Key considerations for HUD initiatives in Budget 2019 are: 

a Housing sector capacity: the number of existing and upcoming government 
construction programmes will stretch sector capacity; prioritisation and sequencing 
needs to occur across portfolios. 

b Interventions and the housing continuum: given pressures on the sector’s 
capacity, as well as fiscal constraints, it would be difficult to fund substantial 
investment across the housing continuum. We recommend you discuss with Minister 
Twyford which part of the housing continuum requires immediate investment in 
Budget 2019, and what could be deferred until Budget 2020.  

c New builds vs. redirects: the Government’s housing policy has prioritised 
increasing total housing supply through new builds, rather than converting existing 
housing supply into public or transitional housing. The HUD Budget 2019 initiatives 
do not sufficiently address this matter; without changes it is likely that further 
investment will result in more redirects rather than new builds.  

d Interlinkages between HUD initiatives: the initiatives in the Housing package are 
interconnected as each initiative impacts other parts of the housing continuum. For 
example, additional public housing places could enable more transitional housing 
tenants to move into public housing, creating transitional housing spaces that will 
reduce expenditure on Emergency Housing Special Needs Grants. Taking a 
particular initiative out entirely would reduce the coherence of the overall package. 

e Wellbeing impacts and alignment of housing to Budget priorities: Safe, secure, 
warm housing is linked to significant wellbeing outcomes for households, including 
physical and mental health, education and employment, and subjective wellbeing. 
While housing does not directly align with the Budget 2019 priorities, it is a 
prerequisite to achieving better mental wellbeing and child wellbeing, and high 
housing costs are a significant barrier to reducing child poverty. 

f Cost of Emergency Housing Special Needs Grants (EH SNGs): EH SNGs 
currently cost around $1.8 million per week. Clients on EH SNGs are often 
vulnerable, but receive a lower level of service and support compared to clients in 
public housing, transitional housing or Housing First. EH SNGs are more expensive 
and likely to achieve poorer wellbeing outcomes. We recommend Ministers consider 
funding initiatives which could have an impact on reducing the use of EH SNGs, 
such as initiatives that prevent people slipping into homelessness, like Housing 
Support Products. 
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g HUD capability: to achieve the Government’s housing goals, housing market 
system change is required. Without this the Government’s housing priorities cannot 
be achieved; demand for housing support will grow and the cost of providing that 
support will escalate. The Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has 
submitted a bid for further capability to further work on housing system change (this 
initiative is not in the draft package).  

10. Due to fiscal constraints, we view a key trade-off being between combatting 
homelessness and the aspirational goals, and more indirect contribution to that 
objective, . Both are discussed in further detail below. 

11. The  is comprised of two initiatives: 

• 

• 

12. The Vote team supports: 

• 

• 

13. Both initiatives are not currently included in the draft package. 
 
Key Issues for Discussion 
 
14. Minister Twyford is likely to discuss including these two initiatives in the draft package.  

15. We understand that there is also significant cross-party interest in the 
 and the merits of including this initiative in Budget 2019. 

16. If Budget allowances permit, we recommend funding 
: 

• 

• 

 

• 
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Preventing and Responding to Homelessness Package 

17. The homelessness package is comprised of five initiatives. The Vote Team supports: 

• Expanding Transitional Housing (scaled): funding only 718 additional long-term 
places at a combined cost of $37.3 million of operating per annum, and $134.2 
million in capital funding. This scaled option would enable 718 contracted motel 
places to be phased out and replaced by long-term transitional housing places. 

• Enabling an Approach to End Street Homelessness (scaled): The Vote Team 
does not support a further expansion to Housing First, and recommends only 
maintaining the Housing First programme in existing locations ($26.7 million of 
operating per annum). 

• Expansion to Housing Support Products (full):  of operating per 
annum. 

• 

•  

18. In the draft package, four of the above initiatives are funded:  

• Transitional Housing: The draft package includes a further scaled funding 
envelope, with $29.0 million operating per annum and $74.2 million in capital 
funding.  

• Enabling an Approach to End Street Homelessness: The draft package includes 
a further scaled funding envelope, with $21.8 million operating per annum. 

• Housing Support Products: The draft package includes a scaled funding 
envelope, with $4.7 million operating per annum. 

•  

19. The amount in the draft package allows the Government to progress its goal of ending 
homelessness over the next 12 months. There is a draft Cabinet paper in circulation 
indicating that Minister Twyford will seek for transitional 
housing through Budget 2019. Treasury has not been consulted on the proposal.  

20. The Housing Support Products and 
 have been included in the draft package at a significantly scaled 

amount, but would still be worthwhile initiatives to fund at this level.  

21. 
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Key Issues for Discussion 

22. While there is a need to progress the Government’s goal of ending homelessness, the 
Vote Team does not recommend funding a substantial funding increase to the 
transitional housing or Housing First programmes through Budget 2019. 

- There are challenges in bringing on housing supply in appropriate locations; 

- A large number of additional transitional housing places were existing affordable 
rentals, instead of new builds, and purchases of some existing properties with high 
prices; 

- There is no long-term strategy in respect of the future pipeline of places; 

- Compared to public housing, both transitional housing and Housing First have a low 
level of regulatory oversight despite the vulnerable cohort they support and 
purchasing parameters are less certain. 

23. We recommend Budget 2019 funding only a limited number of additional transitional 
housing and Housing First places – those able to be brought on in the next 12 months. 

Scaling Options 

24. The transitional housing and Housing First initiatives required significant scaling to fit 
within the draft package. Confirming further scaling options, as discussed below, would 
require additional information to be provided by MHUD. 

25. For transitional housing, Ministers can choose further scaling by limiting funding to a 
number of places which can be realistically delivered over the next 12 months. The 
capital funding in the draft package would purchase around 160 additional long-term 
places. This is a similar number to what was funded through Budget 2018, and there 
may be an opportunity to scale this further down. 

26. While Housing First is the most expensive housing intervention, it has a high wellbeing 
impact and has been proven to be successful in international contexts in addressing 
both mental health and housing issues simultaneously. This also means it is difficult to 
scale down the level of services for this programme. However, Ministers are able to 
fund a lower level of expansion than is currently proposed by reducing the number of 
expansion locations or numbers of additional places in each location.  

27. The final amount of funding to be approved for transitional housing and Housing First 
will need to balance certainty of funding for the future pipeline and sector.  

HUD Capability  

1. Minister Twyford submitted a bid of  of operating per annum for additional 
HUD capability. This bid would enable MHUD to start work on some areas of 
responsibility it has been given by Cabinet, but has not yet been funded for. These 
include areas of high or critical importance to achieving the Government’s housing 
goals, including system change, a Māori Housing Unit, and increased data and 
insights. 

2. The Vote team recommends funding  of operating per annum. This would 
enable MHUD to start work on some of the critical work areas, and add resource in 
areas under heavy stress to mitigate the risk of system failure. The Vote team has also 
designed a package of  of operating per annum, which would only add 
resource in stressed areas to help avoid system failure, and would not enable MHUD to 
start additional work. 

[33]
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3. The draft Budget package does not include any funding for this initiative. This is due to 
the capability and Budget envelope pressures across the public sector, and because 
the HUD capability bid is not yet implementation ready. However, delaying significant 
work on system change until a future Budget will have implications for achieving the 
Government’s housing goals over the next three years, as system change takes time to 
have effect.  

4. MHUD has started work on restructuring its teams to form a more cohesive, single 
agency, and is expected to start operating under its new structure from 1 July 2019. 
While reprioritising current resources is important and will help set MHUD up to work 
on priority work areas, it is very unlikely that reprioritisation alone will enable MHUD to 
achieve the work Cabinet has agreed it should undertake. 

5. We recommend you discuss with Minister Twyford the Government’s ambitions for 
MHUD, and what this implies for capability and cost. 

Prioritisation Initiatives 

6. Minister Twyford has submitted a total of nine prioritisation initiatives. The total amount 
of prioritisation submitted is  across the forecast period, which reaches the 
1% threshold for the Housing and Urban Development portfolio. Annex B summarises 
Minister Twyford’s prioritisation initiatives for his HUD portfolio, and our 
recommendations and comments. 

7. The Vote Team recommends accepting $15.3 million worth of prioritisation funding 
from eight initiatives which have been assessed as having a low risk of service failure 
or that will not result in negative wellbeing outcomes. The majority of the prioritisation 
initiatives which have been rated ‘green’ have resulted from underspends or 
programmes which are winding down.  

8. The Vote Team has not supported the Public Housing MCA initiative. We do not 
consider this to be a genuine option, as accepting this prioritisation initiative would 
result in a reduction of around 1,500 currently funded Income-Related Rent Subsidy 
(IRRS) places. Given the pressures on the Public Housing Register, accepting this 
would have a serious negative wellbeing impact.  

[33]
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Annex A: Housing and Urban Development Portfolio Initiatives 

Title Description 

 

Funding Sought by 
Agency 

Vote team 
assessment  

Draft package Treasury Comment 

 
Opex 
Avge 
($m) 

Capex 
Total 
($m) 

Opex Avge 
($m) 

Capex 
Total 
($m) 

Opex 
Avge 
($m) 

Capex 
Total 
($m) 
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Ending street 
homelessness, 
and 
maintaining 
and expanding 
the Housing 
First 
Programme 

This funding will expand the 
Housing First programme 
which is focused on ending 
street homelessness. It will 
enable:  

1) A ‘functional zero’ approach 
to ending street homelessness 
in priority locations  

2) Continued and expanded 
investment in Housing First, as 
the core support programme; 
and  

3) A cross-agency contingency 
fund for the Ministry of 
Housing and Urban 
Development and/or partners 
to design and implement 
location based cross-agency 
initiatives to respond to or 
prevent homelessness. 

- 26.678 - 21.758 - The draft package provides scaled 
funding of $87.032m over 4 years to 
maintain and expand Housing First 
places for two years. It doesn’t include 
funding for a Functional Zero approach or a 
cross-agency contingency fund. 

• We recommend funding this bid 
through a tagged contingency, 
pending information from HUD on a 
pipeline, costings, value for money 
frameworks, and a plan to manage 
escalating costs. 

• There is some evidence that 
Housing First is achieving good 
results, and there is a serious risk 
of negative wellbeing impacts if 
funding for existing places were not 
maintained. 

Reducing 
homelessness 
by expanding 
transitional 
housing 

This funding would expand the 
number of additional short-
term and long-term transitional 
housing places, and enable 
contracted motels to be 
phased out. It would increase 
the number of transitional 
housing places from 2,873 to 
3,250. It requests capital for 
769 long-term transitional 
housing places and 164 

37.306 134.167 29.000 74.150 The draft package provides scaled 
funding of $116m opex over 4 years, 
with $74.150m capex, which would 
maintain 500 contracted motel places 
and partially fund converting 160 motel 
places into long-term transitional 
housing places.  

• The capital sought through this bid 
is intended to fund both HNZ and 
non-HNZ transitional housing 

[33]
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relocatables, and operating 
funding to rent 162 long-term 
transitional housing places and 
fund 1095 long-term 
transitional places. 

places. The uncertainty in the 
proposal around the breakdown of 
the capital funding supports the 
recommendation for a tagged 
contingency, until an investment 
plan and pipeline is developed, and 
the number of redirects vs new 
builds is determined.  

Housing 
Support 
Products 
Expanded to 
Help People 
Access and 
Maintain 
Tenancies  

This initiative will increase 
funding for existing Housing 
Support Products and add a 
new Rent Arrears payment to 
help more people access and 
retain secure tenancies. 

- 4.725 - The draft package funds a scaled 
$18.900m over 4 years to expand 
Housing Support Products.  

• This bid meets the high bar for an 
out of scope initiative: the current 
funding is oversubscribed, and 
there is evidence to demonstrate it 
is effective in assisting tenants to 
exit or not need transitional/public 
housing. It is implementation ready.  

• This initiative will expand Housing 
Support Products (HSPs) by 
increasing baseline funding and 
introducing a new HSP for rent 
arrears, which supports an 
additional 4,500 clients per year 
with one-off housing related 
payments (bond grants, moving 
assistance etc).  

[33]
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Ministry of 
Housing and 
Urban 
Development 
Capability  

This funding will enable the 
Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) to give 
effect to the Government’s 
ambitious housing and urban 
development programme.  

- - - There is currently no funding for HUD 
capability in the draft package. The Vote 
team partially supported a scaled version of 
this bid, and recommended placing most 
funding in contingency. This is because the 
bid is not implementation ready, but 
delaying funding until next Budget could 
significantly affect delivery on all of the 
Government’s housing priorities over the 
next 3 years. 

• HUD has not provided information 
on current capability allocation, 

[33]
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where requested capability would 
be allocated, or what work 
programmes would be prioritised, 
deferred or removed if it received 
no or scaled funding. There are 
risks of duplicating existing 
functions in other agencies and not 
being able to fill roles. 

• HUD has started to undertake a 
restructure of existing teams which 
will be complete by 1 July 2019. 
Reprioritising existing resource is 
an important part of enabling HUD 
to prioritise its work programme, 
but it is very unlikely that this alone 
will provide the capability HUD 
needs to achieve the housing 
system change required to achieve 
the Government’s housing goals. 

• Because system change takes time 
to undertake and take effect, 
delaying this bid until a future 
Budget has significant implications 
for achieving this Government’s 
housing goals over the next three 
years.  

Financial 
capability 
services to 
support Pacific 
households 
into home 
ownership 

This funding will provide 
Pacific households with 
financial capability services to 
help them achieve their home 
ownership aspirations.  

0.66 - 0.66 - - - There is currently no funding for Pacific 
financial capability services in the draft 
package. The Vote team supports the bid 
in full, given the bid is strongly priority 
aligning, implementation ready, and could 
achieve significant wellbeing. However, 
given the fiscal constraints and difficult 
trade offs that must be made this Budget, 
we recommend prioritising other housing 
initiatives over this bid in order to meet the 
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highest, most pressing housing need.  

New Tenancy 
Bond System – 
Phase 2 of 3 

This initiative seeks funding for 
a project team to complete the 
second phase of a project to 
replace the tenancy bond 
system (Bond2000), which is 
unsupported technology at 
high risk of system failure.  

0.375 - 0.375 - 0.375 - The draft package funds this bid in full. 
The Vote team recommends funding this 
bid in full as it is a non-discretionary cost 
pressure, and delaying it has a high 
likelihood of system failure and resulting 
poor financial and wellbeing consequences 
for New Zealanders in the rental market. 

• This Budget is the last opportunity 
to use this non-discretionary spend 
to deliver significant data on the 
New Zealand rental housing 
market, which could help refine 
housing initiatives.  
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Annex C: Housing and Urban Development Portfolio Prioritisation Initiatives 

 

Initiative Opex (avg) Opex (4 Year) Rating Vote Team Assessment 

Housing New Zealand 
Operating Costs  

 Accept as prioritisation initiative. Given historical default rates, we 
agree this is a low-risk prioritisation initiative. We note that if there was 
an increase to currently low interest rates, this may impact on loan 
recipients’ ability to make repayments. 

Land held under Housing Act 
1955 

 Accept as prioritisation initiative. This initiative is already self-
funded and there are no intended drawdowns against this funding. 

HIF KiwiBank Interest Subsidy  Accept as prioritisation initiative. After the last HIF loan is repaid 
during 2018/19, there will no longer be a need to provide an interest 
subsidy as there will be no more outstanding loans. 

Housing and Tenancy Services  Accept as prioritisation initiative. This funding is currently used for 
residential tenancy and unit title advice, which is important to solving 
disputes in the rental and apartment market. In light of the housing 
market and “missing middle”, reducing this funding may decrease the 
availability of these services to a wide range of people in the housing 
market. However, the amount offer for prioritisation is very small 
compared to the overall appropriation, so it could be absorbed within 
baselines. 

Temporary Accommodation 
Services 

 Accept as prioritisation initiative. per annum is a small 
proportion of the overall appropriation. While it will put pressure on 
existing baselines if accepted, there is not a high risk of delivery failure. 

Temporary Accommodation 
Operations 

 Accept as prioritisation initiative. per annum is a small 
proportion of the overall appropriation. While it will put pressure on 
existing baselines if accepted, there is not a high risk of delivery failure. 

Social Housing Reform –  Part 
One 

 Accept as prioritisation initiative.  

Social Housing Reform – Part  Accept as prioritisation initiative.  

[33]

[33]

[33]
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Two 

Public Housing  Do not accept as prioritisation initiative. There is a high risk of poor 
outcomes associated with returning this funding. It would have a 
significant impact on the provision of public houses, directly affecting 
1,950 households and put significant pressure on other parts of the 
continuum, such as transitional housing and EH SNGs (leading to 
increase future costs). 

Total   

 

[33]
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